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A: There is no need to use any regex. Simply strip the string that starts and ends with "&" before
splitting the string by "&" and get the first part of the string: >>> s="robots&robots&robots" >>>
s.split('&')[0] 'robots' If you just want to get the first item of the string, you can use split() with limit
argument: >>> s.split('&', 1)[0] 'robots' A: Using your commented out regex, you're going to want:

preg_match('%^robots(?=&|$)%i', $string, $match); echo $match; Output: robots , and in the
broader scheme of things, the lives of members of the working class who have no political

consciousness. These kids are going to have a more difficult time finding the proper direction in life
than do those fortunate enough to participate in a higher education. In short, the 'academic coup

d'état' is a long-term consequence of educational policies that are no longer reasonable for a
democratic society. Either you are going to overthrow capitalism and/or you are going to be ready to

face the consequences of the destruction of the ruling class. Stalinism Replicates the
'Permissiveness' of Utopian Socialism in the West Tony Cliff clearly demonstrated that the Soviet
Union would not be able to achieve communism in any realistic sense for at least the next two

generations, and probably longer. In this he was correct. The initial phase of economic transition in
the Soviet Union happened with few problems. The society was not totally atomized and the ruling
ideology was the correct one, based on a theoretical synthesis of Marxism, Leninism, and socialism.

As Stalin's more authoritarian policies were challenged by the opposition (such as the Left
Opposition) the opposition was ruthlessly purged. Opposition was simply not tolerated. The USSR's
major problem is that, by the mid-1950s, an economic system that never had a'real' crisis of the

type that capitalism faced had settled into one that was increasingly subject to boom and bust cycles
(the 'Period of Stagnation', 1958-66). Under the impact of Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms, this

approach began to be questioned, and by the time of the 1989 Soviet collapse the USSR had really
been discredited c6a93da74d
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